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Infrastructure for e-Testing

Goce S. Armenski and Marjan Gušev

Abstract: The characteristics of the society in which we live, where knowledge and
the ways of its use are the most important in everyday life, brings new challenges for
higher education. The extensive use of technology in learning and working is forcing
its use in the assessment process. A lot of software packages exist in the market to
realize automated assessment. In this article we analyze different methods used for
testing and present new frontiers, especially in cases where the number of students
is very big (several hundreds), and in cases in which students can take exams every
month. Using the results from this analysis we have designed and developed a new
assessment system. We also give a report of the results from using e-testing tool
for assessment of student knowledge, concentrating on the effectiveness of it use for
assessment purposes.
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1 Introduction

In the past two decades lots of changes happened in the society where people live.
These changes which affected peoples’ lives were mostly a result of economical
globaliza-tion, increased meaning of knowledge, and information and communica-
tion revolution.

The growth of global economy creates unusual competitive business relations.
Today’s companies are not just competing with their local concurrent, but they are
forced to expand their businesses on foreign markets, where they are faced with
bigger competition. In order to survive in this highly competi-tive marketplace,
they need to possess a capability to locate, understand and use the possibilities
which arises every day.
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During 80’s there was evolution from “industrial society”, where natural re-
sources and manufacturing were main force for moving economies and societies
forward, into “information society”, where main focus is given to information.
During 90’s it was concluded that the information itself can not bring significant
changes, which resulted in “knowledge society”, in which the most important is
the way in which the information is transferred into knowledge, and the way that
knowledge is used. According to [1] knowledge can be defined as productive use
of information. In a business sense, knowledge is an ability to react in profitable
and productive way.

In [2] Alvin Toffler presents new theory and strategies for adaptation in these
new social changes. Many of his predictions are towards the role of the education
in these adaptation processes. One of his most cited prediction is redefining the
education in this way:

“The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who cannot read and write,
but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn”

High education institutions have the main role in the process of redefining the
models for acquiring knowledge and skills, and the models for obtaining additional
resources. The traditional ways of giving lectures, delivery of materials, and knowl-
edge assessment can not be adapted completely to this new situation. In the pro-
cesses of giving lectures and delivery of materials, audio-visual and web technolo-
gies can be used as a solution, but the teachers have limited options in the process
of assessing student knowledge.

The problem is much bigger in courses attended by a large group of students.
Usually teachers look for help from their colleagues in the process of conducting
the assessment and checking the student work, a solution which have its own ab-
normalities in subjective marking, and in late feedback delivery to students.

There are lots of systems for automatic assessment on the market. Some of
them exist as independent software packages for computer based assessment, web
based assessment or electronic assessment, but also there are systems which are
part of some already existing systems for distance learning.

The system for electronic testing at the University “Ss Cyril and Methodious”
is a result of 30 month development of concepts and software, which will be used
for conducting assessments very often on which more that 150 students will take
part. The original idea was based to create a system that can help realization of the
exams for a number of students bigger than 150 and realize the study concept when
each student is allowed to apply for an exam each month. Afterwards this idea was
expanded to cover more principles to realize an independent system of testing with
a lot of intelligence. The final aim of this software is to make an electronic testing
system applicable both for conventional and distance learning, to be implemented
for quizzes or exams for any purpose. Later the possibilities of this system were
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used to improve the learning process.
In this paper we analyze the concepts which are common for all automated

assessment systems, and the technologies used for their creation. Using the results
from this analysis, we will define a new model of a system for electronic testing.
Using this system we will give answer to the question: how the use of technology
influences the assessment process?

2 Methodological aspects

The process of acquiring knowledge, skills and information is known as learning.
Lots of scientists define learning as organization of the behavior based on experi-
ence. Existence of large number of theories about the way people learn, implicates
existence of large number of definitions about learning. Common for all of them
is existence of internal connection between individuals’ mind, the rest of the nerve
system and the environment in which that individual is [3].

From business point of view, learning is defined as a tool for achieving certain
goals, which can be: increase of the wor-king force effectiveness, cost decrease,
productivity improve-ment, quality improvement of the products and services etc.

Learning is interactive process in which the environment where learning takes
place, the learners, teachers and the tools for learning are involved. The interaction
between the students and teachers is characterized with flow of information in a
form of dialog, book or computer software.

Theories for learning
The ways people acquire new knowledge was a subject of research many years,

and as a result, few theories that define the process of learning and training exist.
Two most commonly used are instructivism and constructivism.

The instructivism as a theory is based on behavioristics theory (in which the
process of learning is compared with a black box, where what enters and what
comes out does matter, and what is happening inside the box is considered as not
important) is dominant theory in the first two thirds of 20-th century, and is a base
for many education systems in the world. According to this theory the knowl-
edge exists out of the students mind, and is transferred through training. “Accord-
ing to this theory, learning flows in a mostly unidirectional part, proceeding from
the knowledgeable authority (teacher), or from instructional content, to the passive
learner.” [4].

If the main goal of every training is personal education and intellectual im-
provement of the individual, which will bring benefit to the society, the instruc-
tivism is not useful neither for the student, nor for the teacher or the society.

During 20th century, there was change in learning and training theories [5]. It
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was very obvious that those students which are more interested in what they learn
are giving more energy in learning some specific curricula and are achieving better
results. This fact, and the rapid development of the technology, helped in creation
of one of the mostly used and accepted theories about learning and training process
at the moment, in which “more attention is given to the learning and the support of
the students while they learn how to create their understanding about culture and
society which part they are” [6] [7] - theory of constructivism. According to this
theory, knowledge does not exist out of students mind, but “it is actively created by
the student, and can not be acquired passively by the environment” [8]. Compared
to instructivism, constructivism is more concerned with learning instead of training,
and puts the student in the center of the learning process, dealing mostly with its
individual skills. Previous knowledge which every student possesses influences on
processing and transformation of new knowledge through strategies like analysis,
decision making, interpretation and selection. This way the student is capable of
thinking further from the information he possess [9].

Constructivism as a theory is widely used in the past years, but still, it is crit-
icized because of some insufficiency. Most often used critics is concerned with
the issue that according this theory every person can create his own picture of the
world, which is equally important as any other picture some other person created,
which basically means that the world exists only in the mind of the person which
actually created it. Thinking in this way, it is very hard to standardize knowledge,
and at the same time to assess that knowledge. Also one of the other problems is
that every person tends to “discover the same things which are learned from the
humankind with centuries ago” [5].

Assessment
Assessment takes central place in the learning process. The assessment nature

have deep impact on the way people learn [10], defining the contents they will
assume as important and defining the way they will spend their time [11]. The
most of the students think that the assessment is the most important activity in
learning process, becoming obsessed with the results from those assessments.

Assessment is a process in which examples of person’s attitude are taken at
particular time and they are evaluated. According to the evaluation of these ex-
amples, conclusions are made for the person’s achievement, potential, intelligence,
attitude or motivation. Different forms of assessment exist and each of them has
different use. Mostly used form of assessment is the one used in the education in-
stitutions and is defined as “continuous assessment of student knowledge by their
teachers held where learning takes place” [12]. According [13], the assessment is
“obligational or optional activity or exercise where one explicit intent is to assess
student progress or learning achievement in a unit of study”, and is considered as
“an integral part of the teaching and learning process”.
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Functions of assessment
The impact which assessment has on the learning process is maybe the mostly

used reason for its use. Waters and McCracken [14] points out that the assessment
should be used as a tool to improve learning, instead of using it as separate activity,
or as a tool to mark the students and rang them. Improper use of the assessment
process is taking students away from the learning goals, because very often their
goal is to achieve better results on the assessments.

The improvement of the learning process through assessment, is one of the seg-
ments on which lots of attention is paid while designing learning systems today. For
example Keys concluded that there is 14% improvement when the tests are given
every week instead every month [15]. Pikunas and Mazzota also mention improve-
ment of 10% when the tests are given every week instead every 6 weeks [15]. The
ideal learning system would be the one which will be able to adapt according to
the needs and abilities of the students. Often assessment use and analysis of the
feedback, makes possible to display content specialized for the particular student.
Lear-ning system designed in this way will be capable to lead the student and help
him in achieving the goal, which is learning the given concepts.

Assessment automation
Through the history there is very small change in the way the assessment pro-

cess is held [16], but in the past decade because of social [17] and technical reasons
[18], significant change can be seen. In the literature many attention is given on
assessment automation by using technology in its process. Bennett [19] writes that
the innovations in technology will significantly influence the assessment process.
Research in the same field has been done by many other researchers from different
science areas. In their research papers they are giving different reasons for au-
tomation of the assessment process, which can be categorized as pedagogical and
practical. Bull summarizes those reasons and says that “the use of computers in the
assessment process can improve student learning, the assessment process itself, and
at the same time will give significant advantages for the academic workers” [20].
Summons says: “...with large numbers of students with different learning styles,
there is a need to develop instructional arrangements that maximize student learn-
ing, while trying to minimize the cost in terms of time, effort and money” [21].
Maybe one of the most important reasons for technology implementation in the as-
sessment process is the fact that it is becoming a tool which is used in the process of
learning and working. The forum for Education and technology [22] suggest that
“. . . as technology is integrated in the curricula, the way that assessments should
use the same tools used in the learning process”. Incompatibility between the way
of learning and assessment, the use of medium different than the one used in the
learning process, may give wrong results for the achievements. [23] [24].

As it is often case when implementing technology for automation of any pro-
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cess, necessary research should be conducted to locate the existing procedures in
order to define the best ways for its implementation. The technology implementa-
tion itself, does not give any guaranties that the new systems will be accepted and
effective. There is a long list of failed projects because the consequences of using
the technology were underestimated, and because the environment failed to accept
those changes [25].

Terms in automated assessment
The broades term which is used in literature when discussing assessment au-

tomation is computer assisted assessment. This term cover any use of computers
in the process of assessing knowledge, skills and abilities of individuals. The term
encompasses the use of computers to deliver, mark and analyze assignments or ex-
aminations. It also includes the collation and analysis of data gathered from optical
mark readers (OMRs) [26].

One of the main parts of computer assisted assessment is computer-based as-
sessment which is defined according [27] as: questions and assignments delivered
to the student using computer or other electronic device which can be integral part
of any network or can exist alone. In most cases the student is entering its responses
with keyboard and those are saved and marked electronic. In [27] and in [28] there
is very similar definition about computer-based testing. Good definition about term
testing is given in [29], as technology that includes facilities to assist in the making
up of practice quizzes, tests, exams, and other assignments. We use this defini-
tion and further we conclude that computer-based testing is a method for testing
by using computer hardware and software. As a follow up we define the electronic
testing systems as dynamic computer systems that support computer based testing.
They include various methods for data base management and artificial intelligence
to support decision-making process for generation of testing material. All these ac-
tivities are realized through WEB based Internet technologies. Some other authors
give definitions and differences of testing as computer-based, PC-based, WEB-
based etc. In this article the term computer based testing will be used when dealing
with any testing realized by computer. Under PC based testing we will consider
use of computer for testing purposes which is not connected in network with other
computers, and under Web or Online testing we will consider use of a computer for
testing which is connected in any kind of network with other computers and which
uses testing system realized using Web technologies.

When the testing is Web based, the access to the testing system can be done not
just using a computer but also using any electronic device (mobile or static) which
have access to Internet. This fact brings us to define the term electronic testing
which includes use of any electronic devices in the process of testing. The system
which accepts access from different electronic devices is called electronic testing
system.
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3 Concepts of computer based assessment systems

Question bank
The core of every testing system are the questions it has. Under question bank

we will understand a database of unique questions, which have necessary parame-
ters for simple selection during test construction. The necessary parameters can be:
the question weight, the area where it is categorized etc. Every system should have
a module for question entry, a module for importing questions from other existing
question banks and a module for removing existing questions without ruining its
concept.

Additional energy is invested in the development of few standard forms of
structuring the elements from question banks, in order to provide compatibility
among different systems. There exists few standards which are still in develop-
ment, but the most promising is the IMS system [30]. The specifications defined
in this system are given using XML. As a result of this development, exchange of
question banks among the systems for computer based testing can be expected.

Testing systems consist of different types of questions. They can be divided
in two categories [31]: fixed response questions and free response questions. In
literature, fixed response questions are also called objective questions, while free
response questions - unobjective questions. The main difference between these
types of questions is the nature of the answer.

Most of the systems for automated assessment use fixed response questions
[31], because these questions give possibility for automatic evaluation. The char-
acteristics of the questions which are categorized here are that they have text with
which they describe the problem and a list of possible answers from which student
can choose the one he thinks is the true one. The types of questions categorized in
this category are:

Fig. 1. Clasification of the questions for computer based assessment.

multiple answers questions - most used type of questions in automated assess-
ment. Variations of this type of questions are: true-false questions, questions with
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priority setting;
short unswer questions - type of questions where as answer should be provided

short text or numerical value which was discovered as a result from some compu-
tation;

hot-spot questions - type of questions which have good graphical sarounding
and are characterised with a need from a student to identify object or a possition,
to transfer elements from one place on the screen to another or to connect some
elements.

A main characteristic of free response questions is that there is no predefined
answer. They are usually used when asse-ssing higher levels of Bloom taxonomy.
The types of questi-ons which can be categorized as free response questions are
questions with program code as answer;
questions with essay answer.

Questions used in question banks can be categorized also depending on the way
the user answers the question. According to this classification, they can be divided
in two categories. In the first category are those questions where the answer is
chosen from few possible options using the mouse, and in the second category are
those questions where the answer is entered using the keyboard in a form of text.
Graphical view of this classification is given on Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Computer software program implementation can be classified according to the input.

Use of question banks has lots advantages over static creation of tests. The
advantages are mainly concerning the speed in which tests are created, and in pos-
sibility to choose the learning objects from which the student will be assessed. The
statistics which are given for every question indepen-dently, can give better infor-
mation about the student compe-tence comparing the statistics which are given for
the whole test, where it is very hard to determine where exactly the problem is and
which learning object is less accepted by the students.

Test creation algorithm
The question bank is the core of every testing system. The way those questions

are selected from the question bank and the way they are presented to the student
is called test creation algorithm. Test creation algorithms are very dependent of the
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test delivery models. There are few test delivery models among which main differ-
ence is the level of adaptation to the characteristics to the person which knowledge
is tested. Using that criteria we can differentiate 5 different models for test delivery
[32] showed on Figure 3.

Linear Dynamic
linear

Testlets Mastery
models

Adaptive

Level of adaptation of the test

Fig. 3. Models for test delivery [32].

Linear tests are not adaptive to users and consist of predefined questions and
predefined order. They present traditional testing by using computers. Assessment
can be done automatically and results be summarized..

Adaptive tests depend on student’s knowledge. The parameters of test genera-
tion are defined dynamically during the test according to given answers.

Display systems
The use of complex algorithms for test creation, and the use of complex ques-

tions are dependent of the technology which is used (network speed, server char-
acteristics, the charac-teristics of the screen etc). There exist lots of configurable
parameters which can have influence on the results from any testing. Differences in
visualization (text size, the chosen font, the color, the contrast), audio presentation
(sound quality), and the speed of displaying the data are some of the reasons which
can have effects on the results [33]. One of the key parameters which have influ-
ence on the reading speed and on the understanding what is displayed is the screen
resolution [33], because of its influence of the amount of information displayed on
the screen.

Marking and results reporting
One of the main advantages of automated assessment is the possibility to dis-

play the results of the assessment immediately after the assessment. Different test-
ing systems implement different approaches towards marking and results display-
ing. All of these approaches tend to achieve easy understanding and interpretation
of what is displayed [34]. The process of marking should take place at the moment
when the answer of any question is definitely entered. Depending of the character-
istics of the system concerning the possibilities to change the entered answers, the
evaluation of the entered answers can be after it is entered or at the end of the test.

According to the concepts for evaluation of the answers, we can differentiate
two different concepts for displaying the results from the testing. If the evaluation
of the answers is made right after they are entered, the results can be shown at that
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time too, but if the evaluation is made after test completition, than the results are
displayed at the end too.

Automated evaluation of the answers is possible if the tests are constructed of
fixed answer questions. That is why this type of questions is usually used when
using automated assessment. One disadvantage of the objective tests (tests consists
of fixed answer questions) is the possibility to achieve good results using intelli-
gent guessing, or by lucky guessing instead of demonstration of knowledge. The
research showed that this disadvantage can not be completely eliminated, but the
effectiveness of the students which use these methods can be lowered with increas-
ing test length [35]. The results from these researches [35], show that if the test
consists of 50 questions, the percentage of the students which can pass the test with
guessing is 1.4%, while if the test consists 60 questions, the percent is 0.6%.

Trying to make a difference between those students which know the answer,
those which admit that they do not know the answer, and those who guess, some
systems are trying to lower the guessing influence by implementing weight of the
entered answer [36] [37]. When students enter answer to some question, they are
supposed to provide information how much they are sure that the selected answer
is the right one.

Maybe one of the most effective ways to eliminate guessing is the implementa-
tion of corrective points, usually known as negative marking. When this approach is
taken, the student gets negative points every time he chooses wrong answer. There
are lots of academic discussions about negative marking, in which some researchers
have negative attitude towards it, but also there are researchers which strongly sup-
port this king of marking. Some researchers think that well prepared tests, which
have questions with different weight and cover wide part of course curricula, can
minimize the influence of guessing [38]. The use of negative marking can have
negative influence to those whose knowledge is assessed, because they will be not
able to show partial knowledge, and also can increase the time used to take the test,
because the students will be more careful in answering the questions.

The automated evaluation of free text answers is hot topic in the past few years.
While some researchers are trying to make systems which evaluate these answers
in some way, most of the others think that it is almost impossible to build a system
like that. The answers theoretically can be written in thousands of ways, using
different combinations of words and sentences. The most of these words have tens
ways in which they can be used in the sentences in different contexts.

The most popular systems for automated evaluation of essay answers are:
Project Essay Grade (PEG), Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA), E-rater, Bayesian
Essay Test Scoring System (BETSY). Every one of these systems has its own spe-
cific way for evaluation and marking of the answers..
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4 eTest software description

System architecture
The system is realized as WEB application with three layer architecture. Main

reason to realize this system not as classic client server application is the char-
acteristic of Web applications to be installed on one computer and used on any
computer on Internet through common web browser. This is very convenient for
students since they are not obliged to come at university to use the system, and can
efficiently use e-business paradigm anytime, anywhere. A good survey of Internet
as Business Infrastructure and also for e-Testing system can be found in [29].

The three layered architecture of the system is shown on Fig. 4, realized by sep-
arate database layer, application layer for basic system modules and user interface
layer.

Fig. 4. Three layered architecture of the system.

User interface layer is connected with the application logic layer and is used by
the users which submits requests. Any computer on which web browser is installed
can be used as a client, and it is not depended on the company which produced the
browser. Also any wireless device can be used which has integrated web browser
in it.

The application logic layer consists of web server, on which files coded in ASP
(Active Server Pages) scripting language are stored. The operating system is Win-
dows 2000 server, with Internet Information Server installed. The function of this
layer is to accept the requests from the user interface layer, generate answer to those
requests and send them to the users.

Data layer consists of SQL Server 2000 database. This database is in commu-
nication with the web server on which dynamic web pages are executed, and where
the answers to user requests are generated.

Course organization
The basic structure of the system consists of courses which material is divided

in lectures. A tree like organization of lectures is implemented. Each lecture con-
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sists of smaller parts and each part consists of different sets and finally of learning
objectives, as shown in Fig. 5 [39]. The course material in the lesson is divided in
at least three parts (in Fig. 5 marked as A, B and C). For each part there are at least
4 sets of questions. Each set of questions consists of at least 5 questions. At least
one of these questions is hidden and is intended for final test exam, not for testing
purposes. The remaining questions are candidates for online testing.

Fig. 5. Tree like organization of the lectures.

The system for eTesting can have unlimited number of courses which are ad-
ministrated by uses with special privileges to administrate courses. The courses are
independent from each other and have their own structure and question bank.

Question types
The idea for creating a system which will be able dynamically to create tests,

lead us to use a model with question bank from which the questions will be selected.
The questions are divided in different learning objects, according to the course
organization described above. The number of questions available for every course
is very big (usually 1500 questions per course).

The electronic testing system realized as computer-based testing is realized in
such a way that each test generated will measures verbal, quantitative and analytical
skills related to a specific field of course study. A different time constraint and score
mark is associated to each area. The area consists of a set of questions defining
one concept or one knowledge skill. We differ three classes of questions: verbal,
quantative and analytical questions, similar to the description in [40].

A testing area that consists of verbal questions defines a specific concept or
definition. 2 points are usually associated to be gained for a correct answer if the
question is answered in 60 seconds. The verbal measure tests the ability to analyze
relationships among component parts of sentences, to analyze and evaluate written
material and synthesize information obtained from it, and recognize relationships
between words and concepts.

A specific quantitive measure is expected to be calculated, or more sophisti-
cated concept to be explained in the case of quantitive questions. 4 or 6 points are
usually associated to be gained for maximum of 240 seconds. Basic skills and un-
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Fig. 6. Knowledge based cognitive skills and concepts can implement e-Testing mod-
els by three types of questions with: verbal, quantitative and analytical measure.

derstanding of elementary concepts, as well as the ability to reason quantitatively
and solve problems in a quantitative setting or to explain more sophisticated con-
cepts are tested in the quantitative measure tests.

Rather complicated formula is used to calculate the expected answer; or rather
difficult concept has to be explained for analytical questions. We usually award
up to 10 points for a correct answer in time constraint up to 10 minutes. In these
questions the ability to understand structured sets of relationships, deduction of
new information from sets of relationships, analysis and evaluation of the argu-
ments, identification of central issues and hypotheses, and identification of plau-
sible causal explanations is expected. Questions in the analytical section usually
measure reasoning skills developed in virtually all fields of the study course.

From the types of questions we have mentioned above, the system for eTesting
has implemented the following types of questions:

� multichoice questions;

� short answer questions;

� essay answer questions.

The main characteristics of multichoice questions is that students are choosing
one or more answers from those which are offered as possible true answers. The
number of offered answers is specified by the course administrator in the process
of question design. It is recommended that every question should have more than
2 possible answers (in order to protect easy elimination) and less than 8-9 (the
question can be displayed on one screen and there will be no need to scroll the page
in order to see all possible answers). Every question must have at least one true
and one false answer. While designing the possible answers it should be taken in
consideration that the false answers should not be easily recognized by the students.
Easy recognition of the false question can lead the students to the true answer using
elimination. Questions can reference graphs, tables and diagrams. The student is
making the choice using its mouse, clicking on the buttons in front of every possible
answer.
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Short answer questions are type of questions where students are required to
enter short numerical value or short text. These questions can be used to fill the
text of some question, or to enter result of some mathematical assignment.

Because of the complexity of the answer analysis, these questions do not have
ability to assess the last three levels of Blooms taxonomy. One of the design con-
siderations which must be taken while designing this type of questions is that the
answer should be short and concrete.

When students are dealing with essay questions thay are supposed to provide
their answer in one or more sentences. According to Race [41], this type of ques-
tions “gives bigger opportunity for students to express their individualism”. The
system we have designed there is no possibility to evaluate those answers automat-
ically at the moment, because of the complex statistical and lexical analysis needed.
The evaluation of these answers is done by the course administrator when the test
is completely finished. Because the evaluation of these questions is manual, more
time is required to provide feedback to students, which makes this type of questions
not recommendable for tests which goal is to provide fast feedback.

The use of essay questions lowers the test objectivity comparing to the ques-
tions with fixed answer, because the person which is evaluating the answers has
influence on the final result. “They are form of assessment in which the danger of
subjective marking is at highest level” [41]. Another negativeness is the influence
which has the ability to use the computer keyboard on the final results, where those
students which type faster are favorite. The advantages of this type of questions
are: the possibility to check student skills to compose and answer, the lower time
to prepare the questions, and the possibility to check the higher levels of Bloom
taxonomy.

Test creation algorithm
Test creation algoritm is closelly connected to the chosen method for test de-

livery. The idea for creating different tests for every student, forced us to apply the
model for dynamic test creation. With that idea every student will get different test,
with same weight like all other student. These dynamically created tests will have
fixed number of questions because this was first time system for automated assess-
ment to be applied at the University. In order to provide less painful change in the
way of taking the assessment and to lower the difficulties in its adaptation we have
decided that fixed number of question is better solution than dynamic one. The
same reason was forcing us to use dynamic test creation model instead of model
for adaptive testing because of the easiness and the transparency non adaptable test
have. The applied model gives opportunity for students to list the questions one by
one, and answer only those which answer they know.

The strategy for test generation is defined from course administrator when he
schedule the assessment. When setting the strategy course tree structure is used.
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The administrator is marking the learning objects from which questions will be se-
lected, specifying the number of questions taken from every learning object. This
way the course administrator will have control over the curricula for which stu-
dent knowledge will be assessed. Because every learning object has questions with
same weight, the tests which will be generated will have same weight too, but the
students will get different tests from those learning objects selected by the course
administrator. The system has a feature with which already made strategies are
saved and can be used in the future.

Display systems
The use of different computers and operating systems while using the system,

forces adaptable user interface which will be able to adapt to different computer
configurations. The server layer of the system works on Windows operating sys-
tem installed on Pentium 3 with 128 ram memory, and uses SQL database. The
questions are displayed one by one using screen resolution 800x600. Using this
strategy the need for scrolling the screen in order to read question content is min-
imized. When questions are displayed, pictures, video and audio materials can be
used.

Marking and results reporting
The system for eTesting implements evaluation of the entered answers at the

end of the test, at the moment when the person which knowledge is tested speci-
fies that the entered answers are definite. Because the most questions used in the
system are fixed response questions, they are easy to evaluate when final results
are displayed. The system displays the final results with an option to see the right
answers compared to those entered by the user.

In order to eliminate guessing, we have implemented negative marking. The
way we have implemented it is like follows. If number of possible answers is n, the
number of true answers t, and the number of points p, then if the student chooses
all true answers he should have p points, and if he chooses part of true answers then
he is supposed to get part of the points. The number of points which are given for
selecting any true answer are p/t.
p/t - number of points which are given for selection of any true answer
p/(n-t) - number of points which are taken for selection of any false answer

Any question should take maximum p points from students score if the one
select only those questions which are false. That takes us to number of points
which are taken from student for selecting any of the false answers offered for the
question. Any false answer will take -p/(n-t) point from student score. The student
which will check all possible answers will have 0 points to that question.

The final score of every test can be displayed on two ways, either using points or
percents. The system we have created displays the final result as percent of possible
points, at the same time showing the points which student got and comparing those
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to the maximum points on the test.

5 Results

Large number of authors points out that the extensive growth of the information
technology scientifically increases the use of computer-based testing as effective
tool for knowledge assessment of a large group of students. At the same time, there
are many studies which are focused on the implementation of the computer-based
testing, and the results of that implementation. Usually the studies analyze use of
existing software packages in high schools [42] and universities [43]. According
to the results from these researches, the use of computers and web technologies in
the assessment process, compared to the traditional way of assessment, are improv-
ing student achievements [43]. As Bocij and Greasley conclude [43], with using
computer-based testing the effectiveness is increased and the time for test comple-
tition is decreased, allowing more time for thinking and solving the problems.

This paper focuses on a study to assess the effectiveness of the implementation
of the system for computer-based testing at the PMF Institute of Informatics. The
global goal is to identify the influence which the use of a system like this have on
students and teachers, and the main goal was to see if the use of computer-based
testing is more effective and more objective than traditional one.

Since we are discussing the effectiveness of the system which is implemented,
and its influence in the assessment process, we must define what we will understand
under the term effectiveness, because this term is defined differently depending on
different points of view. According to Oxford, Cambridge and RSA Examinations,
one of three main commissions for assessment in United Kingdom, few criteria
exist which every software for computer-based assessment should achieve in order
to be assumed as effective. The main criteria’s are: cost reduction and quality
improvement of the assessment process.

The quality improvement can be analyzed from two aspects, from teachers’
point of view and from students’ point of view.

The system for electronic testing eTest is implemented at the PMF Institute of
Informatics in 2001 and has been used for summative and formative assessments
usually when student number exceeds 100, often going up to 150. In order to as-
sess more students at the same time, the summative assessments are carried out in
3 computer labs at the same time with exact time schedule. During the assessment
process, besides the security functionalities implemented in the software, other se-
curity steps are taken necessary to avoid the traditional forms of cheating. The
summative assessments are supervised by Institute staff.

The analyze of the results from its implementation and its use will be held from
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the experience we have using the system at the Institute of Informatics during these
6 semesters of its use. In that period, the system was used for summative assess-
ments in 12 courses, 327 assessments were held, and 5291 tests were generated
during these assessments.

Cost reduction
One of the main results that should be achieved with the automation of the

assessment process should be cost reduction, as is usually case with all automation
procedures. In some cases, cost reduction is not possible for short period, especially
when in the automation process software development and maintenance is needed,
and training of those which will use the software must be obtained.

With the implementation of the system for electronic testing eTest, existing way
of receiving assignments and questions on paper is changed with possibility for
electronic delivery of questions and answers. With this, the use of paper is sagnifi-
cally reduced, and all printing resources for assessment preparation are eliminated.
But, the use of systems like this one may cause lots of technical problems, which
brings on the need for constant technical personnel, which is increasing the costs
for its implementation.

The technical infrastructure can also be a problem on places where such infras-
tructure does not exists. The need of such infrastructure may require big investment
by the customer.

Although it is very hard, meaby impossible to predict the time needed for return
of the investment, because of the long term use of the systems for computer-based
assessment, it is expected that the investment will be returned with time.

At the time when we started the development of the software, at the Institute of
Informatics, there was already good existing technical infrastructure, which means
that there was no need for additional hardware investment in order to implement
the system. The costs for software development were also not very high, because
its development by stuff from the Institute. These facts, and the expectations that
the teachers and students will benefit with this solution, was good motivation for
its implementation at the Institute.

Teacher perspective
The main goal for development of a system for electronic testing was to of-

fer faster and more objective assessment of student knowledge, to deliver faster
and personalized feed-back about students’ achievements, which with the existing
number of students at the Universities become almost impossible. The use of a
system like this, should take some parts of the teachers job, giving them more time
for other things.

The use of the system at the Institute was evaluated during its use, mainly
through informal interviews with the faculty members which were using the sys-
tem for creation of tests. From these interviews we concluded that the time teachers
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spend preparing the assessments, was are not significantly reduced at the beginning
of their use of the system. At the very beginning of every course, a lot of time
was needed to create the question bank for that course, in order to achieve consis-
tency and security of the assessment. The process of question bank creation usually
took one semester for every course. In the next semesters only short attention was
needed for new question implementation and maintenance of the existing ones. The
number of questions for some of the courses at the moment is more than 1700, and
the whole question bank at the moment has 9735 questions. As Bull points out [44],
question design is one of the most time consuming actions which needs to be taken
at the beginning of use of any system for electronic testing. Further she concludes
that from time point of view, the achievements can be seen with longer use of these
systems. From our experience, we have concluded that there was time reduction
after the complete course organization. When any course is completely organized,
the assessment scheduling and evaluation takes minimal time. Also, because of the
fast, detailed and personalized feedback which this sys-tem gives to the students,
more time reduction was achieved.

Student perspective
In order to check the student opinion about the effectiveness of the system for

electronic testing, a research about their opinion is help with the use of question-
naire, a method widely used in the education for doing research. We used this
method because with its use, we were able to gather information about student
opinion. The most of the questions asked we-re taken from already held question-
naires, according to Miller and Engemman [45], and Bocij and Greasey [43]. The
most of the questions are Likert type with 5 values (1-5). The group to which this
questionnaire was intended was those students which knowledge was assessed with
this system before.

The results from the 235 student questionnaires were used to evaluate student
attitudes and perceptions toward automa-tion of the assessment process with the use
of computers in it. The students were evaluating the easy of use, marking objec-
tivity, opportunity to achieve more knowledge and the advan-tages of this form
compared to the traditional forms of asses-sment. Results show that the student
opinion was positive, and that they have accepted the use of the system, and they
recommend its future use in other courses.

6 Conclusions

The area of global testing is developing and further supported by the International
Test Commission [46]. Computer-based testing, including PC-based, web-based
and computer adaptive testing, has seen a continuous increase since 1980s [47].
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The Association of Test Publishers has developed Computer-based Testing stan-
dards [48] [49]. A good survey of mega trends towards personnel testing, whether
used for job-hunting, interviews; scoring etc. is given in [50].

In this paper we have analyzed the basic concepts of the systems for automated
assessment. We have reviewed the possible implementations of these systems and
mentioned their advantages and disadvantages. The results from these analyses
were used in the process of definition and development of new system for auto-
mated assessment - eTest. eTest is Web based system for electronic testing, which
consists of few modules. The main concept behind this system is the question bank,
from which questions are drawn when tests are generated. The system have imple-
mented algorithm for test creation according to which different tests are created
dynamically with same weight according to some previously predefined strategy.
Generated tests have fixed length and give opportunity for browsing the questions
before answering them.

Because this was the first time students from the Institute of Informatics to work
and be assessed on system like this, we have concluded that it will be more accepted
if the way of assessment have some similarities with the old system we have used
before on paper. That is why we did not implement a module for adaptive testing in
this phase. Implementing a module for adaptive testing at this stage can result with
negative reactions from students, because they will not be able to see that number of
question on the test and because of the additional explanation which will be needed
about the way the system selects the question from the question bank. The use of
module for adaptive testing requires calibrated question bank which we did not have
at the beginning of this project. Using this platform we have made some analysis
about the influence which technology have in the process of assessing someone’s
knowledge.

The implementation of the system for electronic testing on the Institute of In-
formatics, confirmed already existing constatations of the researchers in this field
[44], which say that the use of technology in the education is very dependent of the
organization in which it is implemented, the logistics that organization will pro-
vide, and the cultural changes which it will arise it that organization. Because on
the Institute we do not have synchronized systems for management of the students,
we have faced with serious problems in many occasions which we have solved
successfully. The positive experience in implementation of the system was the ex-
istence of complete and sophisticate computer equipment at the Institute which is
one of the main prerequisites for using systems like this. If infrastructure like this
does not exist, then the investment which is needed can demotivate the institutions
for implementing a system for automated assessment.

The system for electronic testing eTest is used for assessment of student knowl-
edge on the Faculty of natural sciences and mathematics in period of 6 semesters.
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During this period 327 assessments have been made on which 5291 student took
part. The study on using computer-based assessment software as a tool for knowl-
edge assessment, was based on student experience evaluated using a questionnaire,
and on informal inter-views with the faculty members which are using the imple-
mented system.

The results from the informal interviews are showing that a system like the
implemented one, is giving more opportunities to the teachers, slightly reducing
their time spent on assessment preparation and evaluation of the student answers.
The results show that the time reduction is shown after using the system for some
time, not immediately. Using the system the problem we were facing with when
assessing large number of students very often was overcome. We have even short-
ened the time for providing the student with feedback about the assessment by
implementing the module for automated evaluation of their answers. The results
are showing detailed information about the true answers and analyze of the student
answers compared to the true ones. The student interest was obvious in analyzing
their answers and comparation with the true ones. Another achievement of this sys-
tem was the possibility for statistical analyses of the gathered responses from the
students. Using the modules for statistical analyses, it is very easy to identify the
weak questions and the parts of the curricula which are not very cleat to students.
This information can be used in the process of teaching.

The results from the 235 student questionnaires were used to evaluate student
attitudes and perceptions toward automa-tion of the assessment process with the use
of computers in it. The students were evaluating the easy of use, marking objec-
tivity, opportunity to achieve more knowledge and the advan-tages of this form
compared to the traditional forms of asses-sment. Results show that the student
opinion was positive, and that they have accepted the use of the system, and they
recommend its future use in other courses. Especially they liked the fast feedback
on their answers which filled the lack of conversation between the students and
the teachers. The results have shown that those student which used the module
for learning thought assessment and the module for self assessment achieve better
results that those which did not use those modules.

The use of the system, lowers but have not completely removed the classical
ways of cheating, at the same time opening some new ways of cheating mostly
characterized by the use of technology. We were witnesses of many tries from the
students to cheat the system in order to achieve better grade, but most of those
attempts were discovered on time.

The directions for the future work can be divided in few segments: improve-
ments in the concepts on which the system is based and improvement in its imple-
mentation. We will try to provide compatibility with the other existing systems for
automated assessment which may require restructuring of the question bank, but it
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will allow importing and exporting questions from and to other systems. Besides
the existing types of question we have implemented, we will try to implement other
types of questions and make an attempt to create a module for automated evaluation
of free response questions. The use of adaptive testing is one of the test creation
algorithms which will be implemented in the future which will improve the process
of assessing someone’s knowledge.
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